THE GLOBAL DMC SOLUTION

CHINA

TOP REASONS TO VISIT CHINA
China has an uninterrupted civilisation of over five
thousand years

Do you want to visit the Great Wall? It's only in China
that you can do this

The Forbidden City is the largest imperial palace for
twenty-four emperors during the Ming and Qing
dynasties

Come to see China's national treasure - the Panda
Visit the hometown of Bruce Lee in Hong Kong

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Gala Dinner in Ancestral Temple - In the Forbidden City; which is a large imperial
palace located in Peking China where 24 emperors ruled for approximately 600
years. - Ancestral temples main hall can accommodate 400 pax for standing
cocktail and 200 to 300 seated. The outside square can accommodate 600
pax for standing and 400 seated.
Gala Dinner on the Great Wall of China - It is unbelievable once-in-a-lifetime experience,
with 5-star hotel catering, on the Great Wall with traditional Chinese performances. 360 standing, 190 seated. There are larger venues in front of the Great Wall with a
max 1000 capacity.

City Tour by Side Car - Take a side car and experience the City. There is no
better way to explore Beijing. You will feel as if you have transcended through
time and back to ancient eras - Beijing and Shanghai both max 120 pax.
Hutong Tour by Rickshaw - Taking a rickshaw to visit Hutong is a good chance
for you to experience being a local and close to the daily life of Beijing - max 200
pax
Tai Chi Lesson - A Kung Fu style sports event, Tai Chi is a perfect combination of
philosophy, art, and martial arts. - no maximum in Hong Kong, Beijing or Shanghai.

Flying time from UK / 11 hours
Time difference to UK / + 8 hours

Tea Ceremony in a Tea House - Tea is an ancient and civilised beverage and
China is the earliest country to discover and adopt "tea" in the world. The Tea
ceremony is a ritualised form of making tea, practised in Chinese culture - max
100 pax
Learn Kung Fu with Bruce Lee's Brother - Any Bruce Lee fans will have a sense
of the profound ties between Hong Kong and traditional Chinese martial arts.
The lesson is taught by Bruce Lee's brother. - Hong Kong only, max 20 pax
Hong Kong Dragon Boat Race - This activity is linked with an ancient Chinese
festival - Dragon Boat Festival, which has become one of the world's greatest
parties. Only Asia's world city could take an ancient Chinese tradition and
transform it into a modern sport and international party
IPAD Discovery - Discovering or team-building in the city with IPADs - Beijing,
Shanghai and Hong Kong max 150 pax
Cooking Class - Chinese cuisine includes "Eight Culinary Cuisines" originating
from the diverse regions of China. COoking classes provide the opportunity to
learn about CHinese food culture, cooking techniques, and regional cuisine - max
20 pax

COSTS
FOUR DAY INCENTIVE TRIP TO
BEIJING OR SHANGHAI BASED ON A
MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €435.00 per person
This includes: 3 nights in a 4 star hotel
on BB basis (single occupancy), arrival
and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing, 2 lunches
and 3 dinners.

CONFERENCE TRIP TO BEIJING OR SHANGHAI BASED
ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €175.00 per person per day
This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB
basis (single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers
with meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of
main meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request

